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All rings in this paper are commutative and Noetherian, and all modules 
are finitely generated. We will study the question: If A @ C z B @ C, is 
A z B? (Here A, B and C are modules over a ring R.) In 1962 Chase [4] 
gave an affirmative answer for R = k[X, Y], the polynomial ring in two 
variables over an algebraically closed field k, provided A and B are 
torsionfree and char(k)trank(A). In the first section of this paper we extend 
Chase’s result to include all two-dimensional regular affine k-domains. 
Most of the paper deals with one-dimensional rings. In Section 2 we prove 
some general results, which we hope will eventally lead to some sort of 
structure theory for torsionfree modules over one-dimensional reduced rings 
with finite normalization. In this context we show that one can cancel from 
projectives (that is, the answer is “yes” when A and B are projective) if and 
only if Pit R = Pit z, where g is the normalization. When A and B are 
assumed to be merely torsionfree, the problem is more subtle, but we have 
some partial results. 
The last three sections deal with three naturally occurring examples of 
one-dimensional rings: coordinate rings of curves, quadratic orders and 
integral group rings of finite abelian groups. In each of these cases we are 
able to give a fairly complete answer to the cancellation problem for 
torsionfree modules. 
Many of the ideas in this paper are the direct or indirect results of 
innumerable conversations with Raymond Heitmann and Lawrence Levy. In 
particular, Levy discovered a serious error in the proof of the main theorem 
of an earlier version, and Heitmann showed by example that the statement 
itself was incorrect. I am extremely grateful to both of them for their interest 
and insight. 
* This research was supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation. 
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1. DIMENSION Two 
In this section we extend Chase’s cancellation theorem to arbitrary regular 
affine domains of dimension two. Much of our proof is the same as Chase’s, 
and we will give only the essentials. The new ingredients are the cancellation 
theorem for projective modules, due to Murthy and Swan [ 161, and a lifting 
theorem for automorphisms of projective modules. This theorem is well 
known for free modules, and is rather easy for direct sums of rank-one 
projectives. We need the general form in this section, however, since the 
rings in question can have indecomposable rank-two projectives [ 16, 
Theorem 6.11. 
For any projective R-module P there are orthogonal idempotents e, with 
sum 1, such that Pe, has constant rank i as an Re,-module. By definition, 
det P is the class in Pit R of the rank-one projective @ xi A’Pe,. If # is an 
endomorphism of P, the induced endomorphism of @ xi A’Pe, is 
multiplication by a unique element of R, denoted by det 4. 
LIFTING THEOREM 1.1. Let P be a projectiae R-module, let I be an ideal 
of R such that R/I is Artinian, and let 4 be an R/I-automorphism of PIIP. If 
det(@) = 1, then $ lifrs to an automorphism of P. 
Proof: We may assume P has constant rank r. Let A’ and 9 be the sets 
of associated primes of (0) and I, respectively. By repeatedly choosing basic 
elements in P and its homomorphic images, we arrive at a set {x, ,..., x,} c P 
that generates P at each prime in J&’ U 9. (See [ 19, Lemma 1 I.) Then there 
is an element s, E R - IJ (&‘U3) such that (AI,,..., xr} is a basis for the 
free R,YI-module P,,. Let A,: P,, -+ R::’ be the isomorphism taking (x,,...,x~} 
to the standard basis of Rz:‘. By a similar argument we can find non- 
zerodivisors s, ,..., s, such that Rs, + ... 
Choose isomorphisms Ai: Psi-* Ri?, 
+ Rs, = R and PSi S Rir’ for each i. 
2 <i< m, and let e,=A,‘E,: E 
GL(r, Rsisi), 1 < i, j ,< m. We will find a, E GL(r, RSi) such that a, = Oijajeji, 
1 < i, j < m, and such that 1; ‘a, 1, reduces, modulo I, to 4. Then since 
R/I = WI),, > the latter condition ensures that our patched-together 
automorphism does in fact lift 4. 
Let li E P/IP be the image of xi. The matrix r representing # relative to 
the basis (?c, ..., ,U,} is a product of transvections, [4, Lemma 3.11, so we may 
as well assume it is a transvection. Let 6 E GL(r, R,,) be any transvection 
lifting r. Choose an integer N > 0 so large that all entries of each of the 
matrices syB,j and syej, are in RSi, 2 <j < m. Since Rs, + I = R we may 
assume that the off-diagonal entry of 6 is in Rsy. Now set aj = Bj, de,,, 
I <j < m, and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let R be a two-dimensional, finitely generated, regular 
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integral domain over an algebraically closed field k, and let A, B and C be 
R-modules such that A @ C z B @ C. If A and B are torsionfree and 
char(k)trank(A), then A z B. 
Proof. For any module X the dual X* = Horn,@‘, R) is projective, being 
a second syzygy. (Write X as the cokernel of a map 4: R” -+ R m. Then X* is 
the kernel of the transpose map #*, and hence a second syzygy of 
coker(#*).) We have A * @ C* z B* @ C*, and by the cancellation theorem 
of Murthy and Swan [ 16, Theorem 11, A* z B*. From here on, the proof is 
about the same as Chase’s [4], but will indicate the main steps for 
convenience. We identify A * * and B * * and, call it (them) P. We will show 
that there is an automorphism of P carrying A onto B. 
We know A, = B, = Pp for every prime ideal p of height 1, so 
I= (A: P) n (B: P) is an ideal of dimension 0. By local cancellation [7], 
A, %B,,, for every maximal ideal M, and any choice of an isomorphism 
induces an automorphism of P,. Thus P/A z P/B locally, and hence 
globally, since these are modules over the Artinian ring R/I. Now, by [4, 
Lemma 3.21 there is an automorphism 01 of P/IP carrying A/IP onto B/IP. 
Let d = det a, and let r = rank(A). Our hypotheses guarantee that one can 
extract rth roots in the group of units of R/I. (See [4, pp. 443-4441.) 
Choose, then, u E R/I such that r/ = d, and note that p = u-la has deter- 
minant 1, and /I also carries A/IP onto B/IP. By the Lifting Theorem, /3 lifts 
to an automorphism of P, which has to carry A onto B. 
2. DIMENSION ONE 
It follows easily from the well-known structure theory that cancellation 
holds for finitely generated modules over Dedekind domains. If R is a one- 
dimensional reduced ring, the integral closure R’ of R in its total quotient 
ring K is a finite direct product of Dedekind domains. It seems natural to try 
to get cancellation theorems for R-modules by descent from k. 
In this section R, K and K will always be as above. Further, we will 
always assume that I? is a finitely generated R-module (for short “R has 
finite normalization”). Let c be the conductor, that is, the largest R-ideal 
contained in K. Since c contains a non-zerodivisor, R/c and z/c are Artinian 
rings. For any ring S we let S* denote the group of units of S. The standard 
device for studying R-modules is the pullback diagram 
(1) 
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which yields a Mayer-Vietoris sequence [ 141 
. . . --+ R* x (R/c)* (1. (x/c)* - Pit R - Pit R -+ 0. (2) 
Now let A be a torsionfree R-module.(This means that the natural map 
A + K OR A is an embedding.) Let T = ker(R OR A -+ K OR A) be the torsion 
submodule of l? OR A, and denote the quotient (R OR A)/T by l?A. (This is 
the R-submodule of K OR A generated by the image of A.) It is easy to check 
that the square 
A - RA 
(3) 
A/CA - &i/d 
is a pullback diagram, and we will call it the “standard pullback for A.” In 
this diagram RA is R-projective, and KA/cA is generated by the image of 
A/CA. In fact, these two properties characterize standard pullbacks. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let P be a projective R-module, let M be an R/c-module 
and let j: M+ P/cP be an R-monomorphism whose image generates P/cP as 
an z-module. Form the pullback diagram 
A-P 
M ,i PIcP. 
(4) 
Then A is a torsionfree R-module and (4) is natural& isomorphic to the 
standard pullback for A. 
ProofY Compare (4) with the standard pullback for A: 
A > 
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The maps u, /3 and y are filled in in alphabetical order so as to make the left. 
top and right squares commute. The bottom square then commutes because 
the left vertical arrow is an epimorphism. (Start at A and chase around the 
other five squares.) Therefore we have, at least, a morphism of pullbacks. To 
see that it is an isomorphism we may assume R is local. If R = R’ everything 
is trivial, so we may assume R # R’. Our hypothesis on j forces 1’ to be onto, 
and since c is contained in the Jacobson radical of R’ it follows that p is 
onto. Now l?A has the same rank as A. and since A embeds in P it follows 
that rk(P) > rk@A). Therefore ,8 is an isomorphism, and so is 7. A glance at 
the diagram then reveals that a is an isomorphism as well. 
We now describe a general method of building new torsionfree modules. 
Let E(R) = coker(R* + (R/c)*); we want to define an action of this group 
on the set of isomorphism classes of torsionfree R-modules. Given a 
torsionfree R-module A, let e be the idempotent of R that generates the 
annihilator of l?A. The decomposition R’= Re (2.1 R( I - e) induces internal 
decompositions of each of the groups R*, (R/c)*, E(R). Given an element x 
in one of these groups we let x” denote its projection on the second factor. 
(For example, if s E R* then 1.” = e + (1 - e) .Y E R*). 
Now let A be torsionfree. and let x E E(R). We define a torsionfree R- 
module A” by the following procedure: First, choose any u E (R/c)* 
mapping to .u: Next, choose any automorphism 4 of l?A/cA whose deter- 
minant is zz’. Then A” is defined by the pullback: 
I (5) 
A/CA M RAIcA B. X4/d. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The correspondence (x, A) H A” is well-defined 
action of the group E(R) on the set of isomorphism classes of torsionfree R- 
modules. This action satisfies the following properties: 
(i) R~A~z#~A. 
(ii) A>? A,for each maximal ideal M of R. 
(iii) A” @B 2 (A @B)““. 
(iv) AX r A if and onl-v if there is an endomorphism 8 of A inducing 
an automorphism 0 of EA/cA, such that det 0~ xA. 
Proof. Let us denote by ‘A the module obtained from A by the pullback 
(5). From Lemma 2.1 we know that (5) is naturally isomorphic to the 
standard pullback for “A. It follows that if w is another automorphism of 
~A/cA then 
O(@A) z urmA. (6) 
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To show that AX is well defined, then, it will be enough to prove that if 
det#++ 1 EE(R), then @A EA. 
Suppose, now, that det 0 lifts to some u E R*. By splitting off a rank-one 
summand over R/(0: RA), we can get an automorphism a of RA whose 
determinant is uA. The induced automorphism a of ~&I/CA has the same 
determinant as 0, and by the Lifting Theorem (1.1) there is an automorphism 
/3 of RA that lifts a-‘#. The maps a/3: RA + i?A, 0: RAfcA +KAfcA and 
1: A/CA -+ A/CA then define an isomorphism from the standard pullback for 
A to the pullback (5), and we deduce that “A 2 A. 
We now know that our correspondence is well defined, and it is a group 
action by (6). Property (ii) is now clear, since E(R,) = 0. To prove (i) we 
note that the torsionfree parts of both modules are isomorphic to RA, and 
the torsion parts, being locally isomorphic by (ii), are isomorphic. The proof 
of (iii) is left to the reader. (Split off a rank-one summand of f?A and 
proceed as before.) 
To prove (iv), we assume that A” is constructed from the pullback (5), 
and that det 4 I-+ X” E E(R). If A” z A, choose an isomorphism a: AX -+ A, 
and let a’ : A/CA + A/CA and p: l?A + RA be the induced automorphisms. Let 
p: l?AIcA + l?A/cA be the automorphism induced by ,LI. Let 7 be any 
endomorphism of the projective module l?A that lifts 4. The three maps /?y, 
/@ and a’ comprise an endomorphism of the standard pullback for A, and we 
let 0 be the induced endomorphism of A. Then 8= & and since 
det pb l&E(R) it follows that det 0~ x”. Conversely, if we are given the 
endomorphism 0, the induced map 8’: A/CA + A/CA is an automorphism 
since it is the restriction of g. In the pullback (5) used to define AX we may 
take 4 = 8. Then the maps l~,~, 1~~~~ and 8’ comprise an isomorphism from 
(5) to (4). 
The next theorem relates this group action to the cancellation problem. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A and B be torsionfree R-modules. The following 
conditions are then equivalent: 
(i) A” 2 B for some x E E(R). 
(ii) l?A = RB, and Axs B,for each maximal ideal M of R. 
(iii) A @ C z B @ C for some R-module C. 
(iv) A@l?zB@k. ’ 
Proof. One can cancel modules over local rings [7] and Dedekind 
domains, so (iii) * (ii). Assuming (i), we obtain (iv) as follows: Let y = xA, 
and note that Ry z I? by Theorem 2.2(iv). Then, from Theorem 2.2(iii), we 
get B 0 R’ = (A 0 R)y g A @ Ry z A @ R. Now (iv) =E- (iii) trivially, and the 
proof will be complete once we show that (ii) =z=- (i). 
18118812-9 
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Let S be the complement of the union of the maximal ideals of R that 
contain c. If (ii) holds, there are isomorphisms a: S - ‘A -+ S - ‘B and 
/I: RA +RB. Now a induces isomorphisms u’: A/CA + B/cB and 
6: R-A/CA + R-B/cB, the latter because S-‘(R/c) = R/c and lsmla@ a 
respects torsion. Let_/% PA/CA + l?B/cB be induced by /I, and let # = p- ‘E. 
The three maps /I, /I and a’ then define an isomorphism from the pullback 
(5) to the standard pullback for B. In other words, B g A”, where x is the 
image of det 4 in E(R). 
Now let D(R) = ker(Pic R + Pit R). From the Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
(2) we see that D(R) is also the cokernel of the composition 
(R/c)* + (R/c)* -+ E(R). In particular, there is a natural surjection 
E(R) -H D(R). Theorem 2.3 gives some useful criteria for cancellation, in 
terms of the groups E(R) and D(R). We will say that R has torsionfree 
cancellation provided: A 0 C z B 0 C implies A z B when A and B are 
torsionfree R-modules. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If E(R) = 0 then R has torsionfree cancellation. If 
D(R) # 0 then R has a nonprincipal invertible ideal I such that 
I@I?=R@R. 
In order to understand the inconclusive case, E(R) # 0 but D(R) = 0, we 
need to examine statement (iv) of Proposition 2.2. If A = I @ X for some 
faithful ideal I of R, and if x ++ 1 E D(R), we can produce the required 
endomorphism 0 as follows: Choose u E (R/c)* mapping to x, and let v E R 
be any preimage of U. Let 0 be defined by multiplication by L’ on I and the 
identity map on X. More generally, we consider the class xR of torsionfree 
modules of the form A = I @ X, where I is isomorphic to an ideal of R and 
(0: I) = (0: A). Since dim R = 1, this class includes all projective modules. 
From Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 we get the following: 
COROLLARY 2.5. The action (x, A) t-+ A” of E(R) on torsionfree R- 
modules induces an action of D(R) on -FA. The following conditions on R are 
equivalent: 
(i) IfAEFRandA@C?B@CthenA~B. 
(ii) If A is projective and A @ C r B 0 C then A 1 B. 
(iii) If A @ I? z R 0 I? then A s R. 
(iv) D(R) = 0. 
In [ 1 ] Bass considered three conditions on R (a one-dimensional reduced 
ring with finite normalization): 
(a) Every torsionfree R-module is isomorphic to a direct sum of ideals. 
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(b) Every ring between R and R’ is Gorenstein. 
(c) Every ideal of R is generated by two elements. 
He showed that (c)o (b) o (a), but that (a) does not quite imply (b). 
Corollary 2.5 suggests that we look at the following conditions: 
(e) Every torsionfree module is in FR. 
(f) Every faithful torsionfree module has a direct summand 
isomorphic to a faithful ideal. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Conditions (b), (c), (e) and (f) are all equivalent. 
Proof: From [ 1 ] we know that (b) o (c), and obviously (a) c= (e) * (f). 
If (f) holds and A is a torsionfree R-module, the annihilator (0:A) is an 
intersection of minimal prime ideals of R, namely, those p for which A, # 0. 
Let I be the intersection of the other minimal primes of R. Clearly 
(0: A) @A is faithful, se we have (0: A) 0 A = J@ X, where J is some 
faithful ideal. Choose r in 1, but outside each minimal prime of (0: A). Then 
A z rA z r[(O: A) @A] s rJ @ rX, and (0: rJ) = (0: A). This shows that 
(f) * (e). 
Next, we indicate how Bass’ proof that (b) 3 (a) can be modified slightly 
to yield (b) 3 (f). Let A be a faithful torsionfree R-module. We may assume 
that R is the largest subring of R’ that acts on A and that R is Gorenstein. 
(We are identifying A with its image in the R-module EA.) Then A is 
reflexive, [ 1, Theorem 6.2(4)], and, exactly as in the proof of [ 1, Proposition 
7.21, we deduce that A is a generator of the category of R-modules. Thus it 
will suffice to show that each generator has an invertible ideal as a direct 
summand. To prove this (over any ring R satisfying the underlying 
assumptions of this section) we may assume that R is indecomposable and, 
further, that R # R’ since the assertion is clear for Dedekind domains. With 
these simplifications out of the way, we can go back to Bass’ proof of [ 1, 
Proposition 7.21: If A4 is a generator, Bass produces elements x E M and 
j-EM” such that Rf (x) + c = R. He then shows that M has a direct 
summand N, containing x and isomorphic to a projective ideal of R. We 
need to check that N is faithful. If it were not, f (x) would be contained in 
some minimal prime P. Then P + c = R, so P # 0 since R #R. Letting J be 
the intersection of the other minimal primes of R, we see that P 0 J = R, 
contradicting indecomposability. 
Finally, we show that (e) 3 (b). We may assume R is local, by [ 1, 
Lemma 7.41. Now surely (e) * (a), and the local rings for which (a) holds 
but (b) fails are known to have exactly three minimal prime ideals. (This is 
proved in [ 1, Section 71, where Bass Claims that every such ring is a “triad 
of discrete valuation rings.” Apparently Bass overlooked certain subrings of 
these triads that also satisfy (a) but not (b). The complete classification is 
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given by Nazarova and Roiter in [ 171. In any case, Bass’ proof that there 
are three minimal primes is correct, and this fact is used in [ 171.) Assume, 
now, that R is local with three minimal primes P, , PI, P,. We will complete 
the proof by showing that R has a faithful torsionfree module M with no 
faithful ideal as a direct summand. Following the argument on pages 
269-270 of [8], we let C = R/(P, n Pz), D = R/(Pz n P3) and M = C @ D. 
We observe that M has ranks 1,2, 1 at P,, P,, P,. Since C and D have local 
endomorphism rings, the Krull-Schmidt theorem implies that “M = C 0 D” 
is the ong decomposition of M. Therefore M can not have a faithful ideal as 
a summand. 
Combining Corollary 2.5 and Proposition 2.6 we obtain a fairly definitive 
result on cancellation: 
THEOREM 2.7. Let R be a one-dimensional Noetherian ring with finite 
integral closure 2, and suppose every ideal of R is generated by two 
elements. Then R has torsionfree cancellation if and only if Pit R -+ Pit R’ is 
one-to-one. 
In the next three sections we will give some applications of this theorem. 
Now we will show, using an example due to Ray Heitmann, that the two- 
generator condition cannot be omitted. Let K= Z x (Z[ 1/2])‘3o’, and let 
R = (r,,..., r,,)ERIr-rjE5Z[1/2] f or all i,j}. The conductor of R in R’ 
is 5R. and our pullback diagram (1) looks like this: 
We will use Lemma 2.1 to build a funny R-module. Let P = I?(‘) and 
M = (Z/(5))(3). Since M has 3 1 one-dimensional subspaces we make each 
one the kernel of a map M+ Z(5)“‘, thereby obtaining an injection 
j: M >--, P/cP whose image generates P/cP as an g-module. Let A be the 
pullback, as in (4). 
THEOREM 2.8 (HEITMANN). D(R) = 0, but E(R) has order 2. If x is the 
nontrivial element of E(R) then AX 2 A. 
Proof. The first statement is clear from the diagram. Suppose by way of 
contradiction that A” ? A. Let 8: A + A be the endomorphism promised by 
Proposition 2.2(iv). Let 0’ and f? be the induced endomorphisms of 
M = A/CA and P/cP, respectively. Since jt?’ = 8, 8’ must carry each one- 
dimensional subspace of (Z/(5))‘3’ into itself. Therefore 8’, and hence 0 as 
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well, must be multiplication by some nonzero u E Z/(5). But then 
det8=u2=k1,whichmapsto lEE(R). 
The action we have studied, of E(R) on torsionfree modules, leaves both 
the local isomorphism class and the extension RA unchanged. It is easy to 
alter RA arbitrarily, without affecting the local structure: 
LEMMA 2.9. Let F be a faithful, torsionfree R-module, and let 6 E Pit R’. 
Then there is an R-module F’ such that F>z F,for every maximal ideal M 
and det@F) = 6. 
Proof. Choose rank-one projective N-modules Z and J such that 
Z?F=Z@P and det J = (det RF) - ’ 6. Choose an isomorphism 
(: Z/cl + ZJ/cZJ, and let v: Z/cl @ P/cP + ZJ/cZJ @ P/cP be the isomorphism 
defined by the matrix [ t y 1. Let F’ be defined by the pullback diagram 
F’ , ZJOP 
I I 
F/cF m RF/cF U,. (zJ 0 P)/c(ZJ 0 P). 
Now apply Lemma 2.1. 
We close this section with a very simple proof of the commutative case of 
Roiter’s Theorem [ 181. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let A and B be torsionfree R-modules such that 
A, z B, for each maximal ideal M of R, and let F be a faithful torsionfree 
R-module. Then there is an R-module G such that A 0 F s B @ G. 
Proof. Choose F’ as in the lemma, with 6 = det@A @ Z?F)(det RB)-‘. 
Then (A 0 F),s (B @ F’)J for all Yru, and R(A @ F) z R(B @ F’). By 
Theorem 2.3 there exists x E E(R) such that A OF? (B 0 F’)X. But 
(B OF’), z B @ (F’)X by Proposition 2.2(iii), and we let G = (F’)X. 
3. CURVES 
We will examine three naturally occurring sources of one-dimensional 
rings vis-a-vis cancellation, In this section we treat the most definitive case, 
coordinate rings of affme curves. We will show that Pit R + Pit R’ is never 
one-to-one unless R = R’. While this result is probably known to the experts, 
I have been unable to find it in the literature. Many of the ideas involved in 
the proof have been discovered independently by Weibel [21] and Davis and 
Maroscia [6]. The proof I will give is quite elementary in nature. What 
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machinery is used could all be circumvented, though brevity and probably 
clarity would be sacrificed. 
Let 6’6 denote the category of abelian groups and .F the full subcategory 
whose objects are the finitely generated abelian groups. The following 
theorem [20, I, Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.121 summarizes what we need 
to know about the quotient category: 
LEMMA 3.1. There is an abelian category 0’15l.F together with an exact 
functor T: CTE + 0’6l.F such that 
(i) TA =0 tfand only ifA EF, 
(ii) each object of UC/F is of the form TB for some abelian group B, 
and 
(iii) if 4: TB + TC is a morphism in fl’c/F there are maps J E + B 
and g: E -+ C in 6?& such that T(f) is an isomorphism and $T(f) = T(g). 
We will prove our main result for an arbitrary “curve,” by which we mean 
a one-dimensional, integral. separated scheme of finite type over an 
algebraically closed field. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a singular curve over an algebraically closed 
field k, let 71: d+ X be its normalization and let D(X) be the kernel of the 
induced map Pit X + Pit 2. Then D(X) is never a finitely generated group. 
More precisely, there is an e,xact diagram in 0Gl.F: 





where G is either k* or the additive group of k. 
Proof. Suppose, first, that X is a projective curve with unique singular 
point x. In this case @, a;) = k* c 8,*, and by [9, IV, 21.8.5.11 there is 
an exact sequence 
0 - Bx*/Fpx* - PicX---+ Pit d - 0. (8) 
I claim that a,*/@,* has a subgroup mapping onto either k* or (k, +). If 8, 
and 8x have the same Jacobson radical P (that is, @x is seminormal), we 
have a commutative exact diagram 
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o-1+P----+ e; - (.qJp)* - 0 
It follows that y is one-to-one, and coker y 2 (k*)“-I’, where t > 2 is the 
number of maximal ideals of F”,. Since 6 is onto, our claim is proved in this 
case. In the other case we can find an elementfin the Jacobson radical of $; 
such that f @ c (the conductor) but f 2 E c. Then there is an epimorphism 
(I + pxf)/(( 1 + ?!“,f) n c”,*) --t ?,f/(?;fn F,) taking the coset of 1 + gf to 
the coset of &: for each g E c”,. But F,f/(?;fn c”,) is a non-zero k-vector 
space, so in this case we get an epimorphism from ((1 + exf) fi,*)/c”,* to 
the additive group of k. Thus, when X is projective, diagram (7) actually 
comes from an exact diagram in D’E. 
Next, suppose X is an affine curve with unique singular point x. Then X is 
an open subscheme of a projective curve Z. Let z,,..., z,, be the singular 
points of Z outside X. For each j, let Vj be an affine open neighborhood of zj 
missing x, and let pj be the normalization of Vj. We glue the schemes X5 
F , ,.... v’, in the obvious way, obtaining a curve Y and a finite morphism 
fi Y-H Z. Then Y is projective by [ 10, Chapter II, (4.8), (4.9) and 
Example (4. I), and Chapter III, Example (5.8)]. Identifying X with its 
isomorphic copy f-‘(X), we have X embedded as an open subscheme of a 
projective curve Y whose only singular point is x. Let 71: ?-, Y be the 
normalization, and note d = 7~~ ‘(X) is an open subset of p. We have a 
commutative exact diagram 





O-D(X)- PicX- Pit B - 0. 
The maps, u, r are onto since X and d are open in Y and ?, respectively. 
Moreover, since Y-X and p - 2 consist of non-singular points of Y and F, 
respectively, it is easy to see that ker cr and ker r are finitely generated (one 
generator for each point in the complement). It follows that 
T(D(X)) ? (T(D(Y))), and we obtain diagram (7) in this case as well. 
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Finally, if X is an arbitrary singular curve, we choose an affine set L! 
containing a unique singular point. We have a commutative exact diagram 





O-D(U)- Pit U- Pit 0 - 0. 
By the same reasoning as before, $ and v are onto and ker v/ is finitely 







in G‘E/Y. Letting TA be the pullback of u and v in G’s/F, we obtain the 
required diagram (7). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let R be a one-dimensional, finitely generated integral 
domain over an algebraically closed field k. Then R has (torsionfree) 
cancellation if and only if R is a Dedekind domain. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let k be any field that is not algebraically closed, and let 
K be a proper finite algebraic extension of k. Then the subring 
R = k + xK[x] of K[x] is not integrally closed, but Pit R = 0 and R has 
torsionfree cancellation. 
Prooj Clearly R’= K[x], and c = xK[x]. Therefore E(R) = 0, and R has 
torsionfree cancellation by Corollary 2.4. Since D(R) = 0, Pit R = Pit R’ = 0. 
Our reduction to the case of projective curves in the proof of Theorem 3.1 
was not just a pointless exercise, since the sequence (8) is not always exact 
for affine curves X. Take, for example, R = k[x’,x +x-l]. Then 
R=k[x,x-‘1, and P=(x+\/---r)RnR=(l+x*,x+x-‘)R is the 
conductor. I claim that the nontrivial element f E Rz /Rp* goes to 0 in Pit R. 
Identifying Pit R with the group of Cartier divisor classes on spec R, we 
need a rational function f such thatfl, = xR, andfl, = R, for all Q # P. I 
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claim that we can take f = x. For, if 1 +x2 E Q we have (x +x-l)’ = 
(1 +x -*)(l +x2) E Q, so that Q = P. Thus, if Q # P we have 
x-‘=(x+x-‘)/(l+~*)ER~andx=x*x-‘ERc. 
We conclude this section with an observation on the rank of Pit X, and as 
an application we deduce a result, due essentially to Murthy and Pedrini [ 15, 
proof of (2.5)], on set-theoretic complete intersection points. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let X be any curve over an algebraically closedfield k 
of characteristic 0. If the rank of Pit X is less than the cardinality of k then 
X is a nonsingular rational curve. 
Proof. It follows from diagram (7) and property (iii) of Lemma 3.1 that 
rank D(X) > rank G if X is singular. But both k* and (k, +) have rank equal 
to the cardinality of k. (For (k, +) this is trivial since k is a vector space 
over Q of dimension equal to the cardinality of k. One can use the Dirichlet 
unit theorem to get free abelian groups of arbitrarily large finite rank in k*, 
so k* always has infinite rank. If k is uncountable, a transcendence basis 
over Q generates a free subgroup of k* of rank equal to the cardinality of k.) 
Therefore X is nonsingular. To see that X is rational, let Y be a smooth 
projective curve birationally equivalent to X, and let Pit’(Y) be the Picard 
variety of Y. Then T Pit XZ T Pit Y z T Pit’ Y in @‘E/F, the latter 
isomorphism by [ 12, Chapter V, Section 6, Theorem 71. Therefore the rank 
of Pit’ Y is also less than the cardinality of k, so Pit’ Y = 0 by [ 16, 
Theorem 7.61. Then Pit X is finitely generated, say, by divisors D,,..., D,. 
Choosing a non-empty affrne open set U = spec R missing the support of 
each Dt, we see that Pit(U) = 0. Therefore R is a principal ideal domain, 
and X is a rational curve by [5, Theorem 4.51. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let X= spec R be an afine curve over an 
algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0. If every maximal ideal of R is 
the radical of a principal ideal, then X is a nonsingular rational curve. 
ProoJ By [ 11, Theorem 3.31, a one-dimensional domain with finite 
integral closure has torsion Picard group if and only if every maximal ideal 
is the radical of a principal ideal. Therefore Pit X is torsion, and we apply 
Corollary 3.5. 
4. QUADRATIC ORDERS 
Let d be a square-free integer different from 1. The ring of integers in 




if d-2or3 (mod4) 
if d- 1 (mod4). 
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The Z-orders in ,a(@) are exactly the rings R(d, n) = Z[nw], where n 
ranges over the positive integers. (See [2, p. 132, Theorem 11.) We will study 
the cancellation problem in terms of the two parameters d and n. The 
conductor of R(d, n) in Z[O.I] is easily seen to be nZ[o] = Zn + hno. The 




U(n) - W(~))[~l* 
The ring in the lower right corner is actually ((Z/(n))[x])/(v,J, where vd is 
the minimal polynomial for w over Z, reduced modulo n. Specifically, 
I 
X2-d d = 2 or 3 
wd= X2-X-(d- 1)/4 
(mod 4) 
if d = 1 (mod 4). 
Since every ideal of R(d, n) is 2-generated (even as a Z-module), we have, 
from Theorem 2.7, 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be a quadratic order over Z. Then R has 
torsionfree cancellation if and only if Pit R + Pit x is an isomorphism. 
In order to determine when Pit R -+ Pit R’ is an isomorphism, we let 
U(d, n) be the quotient group ((Z/(n))[w]*)/(Z/(n))*. We know from the 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence of Section 2 that Pit R(d, n) + Pit Z [CO] is an 
isomorphism if and only if the map H[w] * + U(d, n) is surjective. The 
subgroup {fl} of Z[o]* is in the kernel of this map, so an equivalent 
condition is that Z[o] */{ f 1) map onto U(d, n). This reduction is helpful 
because Z[w]*/{ f 1) is always cyclic. (See [2, p. 1331.) We choose a 
particular generator < to be the image, in Z [w] */( f 1 }, of 
1 if d=-2 or d<y3 
w if d=-1 
0 if d=-3 
the fundamental unit of Z [w] if d>l. 
Then C has order 1,2,3, 00, respectively. 
COROLLARY 4.2. With the notation established above, R(d, n) has 
torsionfree cancellation if and only if U(d, n) is a cyclic group generated b}) 
the image of C. 
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Of course we have just rephrased Theorem 4.1. In order to get some 
specific criteria we need a couple easy lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.3. If R(d, n) has torsionfree cancellation and m divides n, then 
R(d, m) has torsionfree cancellation. 
Proof. We have R(d, n) c R(d, m) c Z[o], and the resulting maps 
Pit R(d, n) J5 Pit R(d, m) A Pit Z [w]. Since both o and r are onto (by the 
usual Mayer-Vietoris sequences), and since w is one-to-one by hypothesis, it 
follows that r is an isomorphism. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let p be a prime number. Then U(d, p) is cyclic of order 
p - p + 1, where p is the number of distinct roots of I+V~ in Z(p). 
Proof: If p = 0 then (Z/(p))[ ] w is a field of order p2, so U(d,p) is cyclic 
of order p + 1. If p = 1, then (Z/(p))[o] z (Z/(p))[X]/(X’), whose units are 
of the form a(1 +/XX), GI # 0. Thus U(d,p) is isomorphic to the additive 
group of Z/(p). If p= 2, then (P/(p))[w] z Z/(p) x Z/(p), so 
U(d,p) z (Z/(p))*. 
We now dispose of the case of negative quadratic orders. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let d be a square-free integer ~0, and let R be a H-order 
in a(@). Then R has torsionfree cancellation if and only if either R = R’ or 
R is one of the following: 
R=Z[&l, d= 1 (mod8) 
R=Z[2\/-1] 
R=L[\/-3] 
R = Z[;(l + \/-3)]. 
Proof: Let R = R(d, n), and assume first that n is prime. Suppose R has 
torsionfree cancellation. Then ] U(d, n)] divides It], which is at most 3, and it 
follows from Lemma 4.4 that n = 2 or n = 3. 
If n = 3 and p = 2 then [ must have order 2. But this means d = -1, so 
v/=X2+ 1, which h as no root in Z/(3), contradicting the assumption that 
p = 2. Certainly p = 0 is impossible, and we are left with the case p = 1. This 
forces d = -3. (Then since neither w + 1 nor w - 1 is in 32, w has 
nontrivial image in U(d, n); and we conclude that Z [t(l + m)] has 
torsionfree cancellation and that this is the only example with n = 3.) 
Next, suppose n = 2. If p = 0 or 1, then d = -3 or - 1, respectively, and 
we get the examples Z[G] and Z [2 \/--r]. (Conversely, both these 
examples have torsionfree cancellation since w - 1 & 2g.) Now suppose 
p = 2. Then U(d, 2) is trivial, and the only question is which choices of d are 
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compatible with p = 2. Certainly d = 2 or 3 (mod 4) is impossible. If d = 5 
(mod 8) then w = X2 --X - 1, which has no roots in Z/(2). The only 
possibility is therefore d E 1 (mod 8), and then I,Y =X2 -X, which has two 
roots. 
We have proved the “if’ direction of our theorem and the “only if’ 
direction when n is prime. For the general case, it will suffice, by 
Lemma 4.3, to show that none of R(d, 4), R(d, 6) and R(d, 9) has torsionfree 
cancellation. For R(d, 6) this is easy: We may assume d = -3 (using 
Lemma 4.3 again). Then U(-3, 6) = U(-3, 2) X U(-3, 3) the direct product 
of two groups of order 3. By Corollary 4.2, cancellation fails. 
When the conductor is 9 we have to examine U(-3,9) = 
(Z/(9))[o]*/(Z/(9))*. Using the relation u* = w - 1, one sees that w and 
w + 2 generate distinct subgroups of order 3 in U(-3,9). Thus 
IU(-3,9)1=9 > 3, so Z [ (9/2)( 1 + fl)] lacks cancellation by 
Corollary 4.2. 
For the case n = 4, we will use the following lemma, which applies as well 
to real quadratic fields: 
LEMMA 4.6. Let d be anq’ square-free integer dlflerent from 1. Then 
U(d, 4) is 
(a) cyclic of order 4, with generator o f 1, if d = 2 (mod 4), 
(b) a product of two cyclic groups of order 2, if d = 3 (mod 4), 
(c) of order 2, with generator 2w + 1, if d = 1 (mod 8), 
(d) cyclic of order 6, generated by w or w - 1, if d = 5 (mod 16), 
(e) cyclic of order 6, generated by w + 1 or w + 2, ifd E 13 (mod 16). 
The proof is routine, and is left to the reader. Returning to the proof of 
Theorem 4.5, we see that only case (c) needs to be considered, since 
] U(d, 4)1 > 3 in all other cases. But then d < -7, so c = 1, and again 
cancellation fails. 
For the rest of this section we assume that d is positive. We record the 
following useful consequence of (4.2): 
Remark 4.7. Let m and n be relatively prime positive integers, and let d 
be squarefree. Then R(d, mn) has torsionfree cancellation if and only if 
(i) both R(d, m) and R(d, n) have torsionfree cancellation, and 
(ii) ] U(d, m)] and ] U(d, n)] are relatively prime. 
The crux of the cancellation problem, then, occurs when the conductor n 
is a prime power. The prime 2 appears to be particularly troublesome, and 
we will solve the cancellation problem over R(d, 27 only for e < 2. If d = 1 
(mod 8) then ] U(d, 2)] = 1, so R(d, 2) has torsionfree cancellation. If d f 1 
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(modulo 8), then 1 U(d, 2)l is either 2 or 3; therefore cancellation holds if and 
only if the image, in U (d, 2), of the fundamental unit is nontrivial. In 
summary: 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let d be a squarefree integer greater than 1, and let 
E = a + bw be the fundamental unit of Z [co]. Then R(d, 2) has torsionfree 
cancellation if and only if either d = 1 (mod 8) or b is odd. 
One can easily deduce from Lemma 4.6 the criteria for torsionfree 
cancellation over R(d, 4). For example, if d = 3 (mod 4) then cancellation 
fails (because U(d, 4) is not cyclic). Also, when d = 5 (mod 16), torsionfree 
cancellation holds if and only if either a = 0 (mod 4) or a + b = 0 (mod 4), 
where a + bw is the fundamental unit. 
I have been unable to devise a scheme for handling the general case 
R(d, 2e). When the conductor is odd, however, things are much more 
promising. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let p be an odd prime, let e > 1 and let d be a squarefree 
integer greater than 1, with d = 0 (modp). Let a + bw be the fundamental 
unit of H[w]. Then 
(i) CJ(d,p’) has order pp. 
(ii) If either p > 5 or e = I, then R(d,p’) has torsionfree cancellation 
if and only if b f 0 (mod p). 
(iii) If e > 2, then R(d, 3’) has torsionfree cancellation if and on!v if 
b&O (mod3)anddf6 (mod9). 
Proof: Since f E H(pe) we can make a convenient change of variable in 
(E/( p”)) [x] : Let 
I 2x- 1 4’ = if d= 1 (mod4) X if d=2or3 (mod4). 
The lower right corner of our pullback is then g/c = (Z/pe)[y]/(y’ -d). 
The fundamental unit maps to (r + /Ij in K/c, where, if d = 1 (mod 4), 
a = c.? + fb and /I = 46. Our assumption that d = 0 (modp) implies that jr is 
nilpotent, so the units of z/c are the elements r( 1 + sj$ where r E (H/(pe))* 
and s E Z/( p’). It follows that / U(d, pe)l = pe. 
We need to identify the elements of order pe in U(d,p’). We do this by 
examining the binomial expansion (1 + ty)p’-’ = JP?&’ ( Pe[ ’ ) tiJi. Observe 
first of all that i( gei-‘) =p’-‘( P’iy; ’ ) so that pe-j ( ( peim’) unless $1 i. Also, 
p’ divides ~7” for all j. These two phenomena work together to kill off most 
of the terms: Fix i, 1 < i <pe-‘, and say $-’ / i but $,/‘i. Then p’-j 1 (pei’), 
and, in order that the term ( p’ie’) tiJi be non-zero, it is necessary that i < 2j. 
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When j = 1 this forces u = 1. When j = 2 the inequalities p < i < 4 force 
p = i = 3, and hence e > 2. When j > 3 we always have p’- ’ > 2j, and the ith 
term is 0 in this case. In the case p = 3 and e > 2 we compute 
(3;-‘) _ 3e-2 = t(3e-2 _ 1) . 32~~2, so ( ‘e3m’) = 3+’ (mod 3’). The term 
corresponding to i = 3 is then 3e-2f3VV3 = 3e-zt3 dJ. In summary, 
if p>5 or e=l 
I1 + 3’73 + f’d)J if p= 3 and e> 2. 
If p > 5 or e = 1, we see that 1 + 6 generates CJ(d,p’) if and only if t f 0 
(modp). In the other case, we write d = 3g, and note that 1 + 6 generates 
U(d, 3’) if and only if t & 0 (mod 3) and (1 + t’g) f 0 (mod 3). But when 
t f 0 (mod 3) the latter condition simply says that g f -1 (mod 3), that is, 
d & 6 (mod 9). All the assertions (i), (ii) and (iii) follow immediately from 
these remarks and Corollary 4.2. 
Next we confront the extra hypothesis d = 0 (modp). Fortunately, it is 
often a consequence of torsionfree cancellation. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let p be an odd prime, let e > 1 and let d be a 
squarefree integer greater than 1. Assume either that p - 1 (mod 4) or that 
the fundamental unit of H [co] has norm 1. If R(d, p’) has torsionfree 
cancellation then d = 0 (mod p). 
Proof. We may assume e = 1, by Lemma 4.3. Let y, (r, /I be as in the 
proof of (4.9). The norm of the fundamental unit maps to a2 - P2d, and our 
hypotheses say that the norm is a quadratic residue modulo p. Write 
a2 - /?*d = y* in Z/(p), and consider the element f = a + 1’ + pjj E R/c. We 
have f2 = u2 + 2ay + y2 + /?‘d + 2(u + y) /IJ = 2(a + y)(a + /3y). There are 
two cases to consider. If a + y E 0 (modp), then a’ E y’, so /3’d E 0. But the 
image of a + /?jJ generates U(d, p) by Corollary 4.2, and 1 U(d, p)I > p - 1 > 2. 
so /3 f 0. Therefore d E 0 (modp) in this case. If a + y f 0 (modp), then f2 
and a + /3~7 map to the same element of U(d, p). The group U(d, p) is then 
generated by a square, so its order must be odd. If now d & 0 (mod p), then 
J* - d has either no roots or two distinct roots in Z/(p), and Lemma 4.4 
shows that 1 U(d,p)l is even, a contradiction. 
Using these two theorems, we can often get a quick answer to the 
cancellation problem. 
EXAMPLE 4.11. For each squarefree integer d, 1 < d < 46, let 
\d if d=2 or disodd 
n= (d/2 otherwise. 
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Then R(d, n) has torsionfree cancellation. However, torsionfree cancellation 
fails over R(46, m) for every m > 2. 
Proof: The first assertion is verified quickly by consulting a table of 
fundamental units [2, Table 1 ] and then applying (4.8) and (4.9). To prove 
the second statement, we may assume m is prime. The fundamental unit is 
24335 + 3588~0, and its norm is 1. If n = 2, cancellation fails by 
Proposition 4.8. Since 3588 c 0 (mod 23) Theorems 4.9 and 4.10 show that 
cancellation also fails when n is odd. 
In the cases not covered by Theorems 4.9 and 4.10 there is a 
straightforward but tedious algorithm for determining whether or not 
R(d,p’) has torsionfree cancellation. First we determine whether or not d is 
a quadratic residue modp. Then we know the order of the group U(d,p’): 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Let p be an odd prime, let d be squarefree with d & 0 
(mod p) and let e 2 1. Then U(d, p’) is cyclic of order p’- ‘(p - (%)), where 
(5) is the Legendre symbol. 
Proof Let A = E/c = (Z/( p’))[ jr], with jr2 = d. (See the beginning of the 
proof of Theorem 4.9.) Then A/pA is either (Z/(p)) x (Z/(p)) or a field of 
order p2, depending on whether d is or is not a quadratic residue modulo p. 
Since p is nilpotent, A * = n-‘(A/PA)*), where 71: A + A/pA is the natural 
map. Therefore JA * I= 1 pA ) I(A/pA)*I =~*~-*(p - l)(p - (5)). Now 
IWp’)*l =P+‘(P- I), d an we see that U(d,p’) has the stated order. 
To show that U(d,pe) is cyclic, we note that R maps U(d,pe) onto the 
cyclic group U(d,p) of order p - (5); therefore U(d,pe) has an element < of 
that order. Also, when e 2 2, the image q of 1 +pp in U(d,pe) has order 
P e-‘. (Expand (1 +PY)~‘-’ and (1 +py))“‘-’ as in the proof of Theorem 4.9.) 
Then & has order p’-‘(p - 5). 
To decide whether or not R(d,p’) has torsionfree cancellation, one writes 
the image of the fundamental unit E in R/c in the form a + /3jX One then 
expands (cz + /?jj)’ recursively, for i Q N = 4 I U(d, pe)l, using the relation 
y2 = d to express each power in the form ai + pi 7, with ai, pi E Z/(p’). 
Then torsionfree cancellation holds if and only if /Ii # 0 for all i < N. 
I have run this algorithm on a microcomputer for d < 2000 and p’ = 3, 7, 
11. The results indicate a much higher incidence of torsionfree cancellation 
in the cases not covered by Theorem 4.10, that is, norm - 1 and p = -1 
(mod 4). I do not expect to find simple criteria for torsionfree cancellation in 
these cases. At the very least, the criteria would depend on the values of (%), 
the fundamental unit, and the primitive elements of fields of orders p and p2. 
Also, unlike the situation described in Theorem 4.9, there appear to be 
sporadic situations in which Z(d,p’) has torsionfree cancellation but 
Z(d,p’+ ‘) does not. It may be instructive to point out how this can happen. 
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EXAMPLE 4.13. Let d=37 and p=7. Then U(d,p)=6 and 
U(d, p’) = 42. We have &=6-+-p, sZ=73+12m and E’= 
882 + 145 fl. Since neither 12 nor 145 is a multiple of 7, R(d,p) has 
torsionfree cancellation. But 882 = 0 (mod 49) so the coefftcient of fl in 
e6 is a multiple of 49. Therefore R(d,p’) does not have torsionfree can- 
cellation. 
5. INTEGRAL GROUP RINGS 
Let G be a finite abelian group of order m. It is well known that the group 
ring ZG satisfies the two-generator condition (c) if and only if m is 
squarefree. (This is a special case of [8, Theorem 3.11.) For squarefree m. 
then, ZG has torsionfree cancellation if and only if Pit ZG = Pic(ZG)-. Now 
by [3] the groups G for which Pit EG = Pic(ZG)- are the cyclic groups of 
prime order, the four-group, and the cyclic groups of order 1, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10 
and 14. If G is either the cyclic group of order 4 or the four-group, it is 
straightforward to check that E(ZG) = 0, so in this case we have torsionfree 
cancellation. The only unsettled cases are then the cyclic groups of orders 8 
and 9; and I have been unable to determine whether or not their integral 
group rings have torsionfree cancellation. In summary: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let G be a finite abelian group that is not cyclic of 
order 8 or 9. Then ZG has torsionjiiee cancellation if and only if 
(i) (GI is prime; or 
(ii) ]G] = 4; or 
(iii) G is cyclic of order 1, 6, 10 or 14. 
Except for part (ii) this result is a very weak version of a theorem due to 
Levy [ 131, which says that when 1 G] is squarefree and Pit HG = Pic(HG)- 
then all finitely generated HG-modules (not just the torsionfree ones) satisfy 
cancellation. 
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